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Copula Trique Tone and Universal Tone Features

Barbara E. Hollenbach

University of Arizona
and

Summer Institute of Linguistics

O. Introduction

In motivating a set of distinctive features, at least three
criteria must be taken into consideration. The first one is
comprehensiveness: the features should provide enough
distinctions to cover every opposition found in natural
languages. The second one is phonetic reality: each feature
should have some articulatory or perceptual basis (though many
oppositions will, of course, need to be defined in relative,
rather than absolute, terms). The third criterion is

phonological function: the features should permit phonological
(and perhaps morphological) processes to be stated in a simple
and insightful way. Let us consider these three criteria as they
apply to tone.

Even though comprehensiveness is hardly an issue in
segmental phonology, in tonal phonology it is, because there
seems to exist a reluctance on the part of some linguists to
admit the existence of complex tonal systems, and a tendency to
look for abstract analyses that assign surface tone contrasts to
some other parameter in underlying structure. For example, both
Gruber (1964) and Yip (1980) provided feature specifications that
permit only four contrasting tone levels in underlying structure
even though a number of different languages with five contrasting
levels oftone had been reported in the literature by the time
they wrote. At the present time, there are at least nine such
languages. <1> Tone systems with four contrasting levels are even
more common than those with five levels, and yet some linguists,
such as Woo (1969) and Halle and Stevens (1971), provide features
that permit only three levels of tone.

One purpose of this paper is to document the existence of a
tenth language with a five -level tone system, Copala Trique.<2>
A second purpose is to claim, on the basis of evidence from
Copala Trique and from the published material on the languages
cited in footnote one, that any proposed universal feature set
for tone that fails to provide a unique specification for each of
fivelevels is inadequate on the basis of the comprehensiveness
criterion.

At first glance, it may seem that the second criterion,
phonetic reality, should present no problems in the area of tone,
because tone has a well defined acoustic correlate, fundamental
frequency. On closer examination, however, a number of problems
arise, although I give them very little attention in this study.
I include virtually nothing, for example, about the interaction
between fundamental frequency and other phonetic parameters.
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I turn now to the third criterion, phonological function,
and to the relation between the second and third criteria. These
two sometimes conflictbecause different languages may impose
differing phonological organization on very similar phonetic
material.

One important problem that involves both phonetic reality
andphonological function is the issue of contour, or gliding,
tones. Should they be treated as indivisible units in at least
some languages, or should they invariably be decomposed into
sequences of level tones? Because of space limitations, I do not
discuss this issue in the present paper, but simply assume that
gliding tones should always be decomposed. It is therefore
necessary for phonological theory to provide features only for

level tones. For a detailed defense of this position, the reader
is referred to S. Anderson (1978, pp.146 -61) and to Yip (1980,
pp.10- 30). <3>

A second problem that involves both the second and third
criteria concerns binary versus scalar features. From a strictly
phonetic point of view, fundamental frequency is a single,
potentially multivalued, parameter. This fact can be captured
simply and naturally by the use of a single scalar tone feature;
such a feature is capable of handling any number of tone levels.
At least one linguist, Stahlke (1977), has argued for this
position. From a phonological point of view, however, binary
features for consonants and vowels have proven so useful in

expressing underlying oppositions and in writing rules that it
seems desirable to employ them for tone as well. To my
knowledge, all linguists except Stahlke who have proposed feature
sets for tone have assumed that tone features should be binary,
and I consider only binary features in the remainder of this
study.

It is clear that the choice of binary features to be used
for partitioning a single phonetic parameter into three or more
values cannot be made solely on a phonetic basis. There are
various ways of juggling two features in orderto characterize
systems with three or four levels of tone, and there are even
more ways of juggling three features in order to characterize
systems with five levels of tone. In order to choose among these
alternatives on a principled basis, it is essential to consider
phonological function.

Phonological processes differ significantly from language
to language. In order to capture different kinds of processes in
an equally insightful way, therefore, some latitude must be
permitted in the way that features are selected and assigned.
Most linguists who have proposed feature sets for complex tone
systems, however, provide only a single choice of features, and a
single way of assigning those features to different levels of
tone. Even though such linguists often state that their feature
set permits an insightful statement of phonological processes,
their claims are usually based on a very small sample of
languages.

A third purpose of this paper is to claim that none of the
feature sets for tone proposed to date permits enough latitude in
either feature choice or feature assignment to capture the range
of significant relationships among tone levels found in natural
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languages. Al l of these proposals are therefore inadequate as
universal feature sets. To support this claim, I show precisely
how each of them fails to provide an insightful description of
Copala Trique tone. A fourth purpose of the paper is to present
a set of three features that succeeds in capturing the
significant relationships among the five tone levels of Copala
Trique.

The fifth purpose of this paper is to propose a new set of
universal tone features that is flexible enough to accommodate
the relationships among levels found in all tone systems
described to date. I believe that phonological theory must
provide five different underlying features, of which a language
may select as many as three. I also propose a number of
constraints on feature combinations.

1. An Examination of Some Proposed Feature Sets For Tone

A few linguists have suggested that three is the maximum
number of tone levels that need to be accounted for. Woo (1969,
p.141) posited two features, [HIGH] and [LOW]. High tone is
[ +HIGH, -LOW], low tone is [-HIGH, +LOW], and mid tone is [ -HIGH,

-LOW]. The combination [ +HIGH, +LOW] is ruled out by universal
convention. Woo's system has an additional component: in order
to characterize systems with four and five levels of tone without
expanding the strictly tonal features, she proposed a nontonal
feature [MODIFY]. I therefore consider Woo's feature set again
in my discussion of sets that handle five tones. Halle and
Stevens (1971) proposed a feature set that is isomorphic with
Woo's, but labeled the features [STIFF] (vocal cords) and [SLACK]
(vocal cords) instead of [HIGH] and [LOW], respectively.

Two linguists have proposed feature sets that handle four
levels of tone: Gruber (1964) and Yip (1980). <4> Gruber posited
two features, [HIGH] and [HIGH ], and Yip posited [UPPER]

2

(register) and HIGH] (tone). These two sets are essentially
isomorphic, and I treat them together. I have taken the liberty
of giving the name [HIGH ] to Gruber's [HIGH] and Yip's [UPPER],

1

and the name [HIGH ] to Gruber's. [HIGH ] and Yip's [HIGH]. In
2 2

this approach, a basic feature, [HIGH ], divides the two higher
1

levels from the two lower ones, and a secondary feature, [HIGH ],

subdivides each pair, as seen in the following matrix:

(1) 1 2 3 4

[HIGH] - + +

1

[HIGH ] + +

2
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There are, however, two other ways to define four levels of
tone using two features. In one way, [HIGH ] divides levels 1

1

and 2 from levels 3 and 4, and a new feature, [CENTRAL], divides
levels 2 and 3 from levels 1 and 4. This method is a simplified
version of the feature sets developed for five -level tone systems
by Wang (1967, p.101) and Sampson (1969, p.64); the fuller sets
are discussed below. The third way uses [HIGH ] and [CENTRAL].

2

To my knowledge, no one has proposed such a classification; I

include it only to complete the logical possibilities. The
matrices that correspond to these two feature sets are:

(2) a. 1 2 3 4

[HIGH ] + +

1

[CENTRAL] - + +

b. 1 2 3 4

[HIGH ]
2

[CENTRAL] - + +

Each of these sets makes a different claim about the
relationships among tone levels. For example, Gruber's and Yip's
set claims that there is a special relationship between levels 1
and 3 and between levels 2 and 4; and Wang's and Sampson's set
claims that there is a special relationship between levels 2 and
3 and between levels 1 and 4. There is, of course, no a priori
reason why all languages should have the some relationship among
tone levels. In Section 2, I show that the important
relationships among the four lowest tone levels of Copala Trique
are captured by Wang's and Sampson's set, rather than by Gruber's
and Yip's.

Three different kinds of feature sets have been proposed
that handle five levels of tone. First, the set proposed by Woo
(1969) handles five levels by proposing a nontonal feature,
[MODIFY], to augment a tonal feature set that handles only three
levels. The second kind comprises sets that have three different
tonal features; these have been proposed by Wang (1967), <5>
Sampson (1969), and Maddieson (1970, 1972). The third kind
includes only the approach proposed by Clements (1981), which
uses a single opposition between high and low, in successive
hierarchical branchings. I discuss each of these kinds below.

Woo attempted to account for the documented cases of five -
level tone systems, and at the same time maintain the simplicity
of her feature set for tone, by positing a nontonal feature,
[MODIFY], which consists of some voice quality (waveform)
modification (p.251). Woo claimed specifically that this feature
handles the intermediate levels of a complex tone system. The
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following matrix shows Woo's full feature set; redundant feature
specifications are enclosed in parentheses:

3

[HIGH]
[LOW]
[MODIFY]

1 2 3 4 5

( -) + +

+ + - (- -)

+ ( -) + -

The feature [MODIFY] is, in my view, totally lacking in
logical and empirical support. Because it is occasionally cited
approvingly in the literature, however (see, for example, Yip
(1980, p.204) and Clements (1981, p.55) ), it seems to be worth
the trouble to argue against it here.

The major problem with the feature [MODIFY] is that Woo
offered no empirical evidence in support of it, nor do I believe
any can be found. The five tone levels of Copala Trique, for
example, are distinguished by fundamental frequency alone, and
there is no evidence whatever for a voice quality parameter
interacting with it. Woo posited [MODIFY] solely on the grounds
of presumed theoretical necessity, but her reasoning was, I

believe, seriously flawed in two ways.
The first problem is that she vastly underestimated the

average person's ability to control his vocal tract. She claimed
that it is difficult to imagine that a person could produce five
different pitches using only fundamental frequency because "to do
so would involve incredible control of the laryngeal muscles"
(p.249). Evidence against this claim is certainly not hard to
find. Consider vocal music. Even an untrained voice can usually
carry a simple tune, and "Three Blind Mice" involves eight
different pitch levels.

In retrospect, it seems that Woo overlooked this point
because of a serious misunderstanding on her part about the
relative nature of linguistic tone. Pollack (1952) presented
experimental evidence showing that people cannot discriminate
consistently among more than four tones presented individually.
On the basis of this study, Woo inferred that five -level tone
systems were impossible, and that four -level systems were
probably also impossible given the noisy conditions under which
language is used. There are, however,two important facts that
Woo failed to take into consideration. First, linguistic tones
are relative, not absolute; and they do not normally occur in
isolation, but rather in the context of sentences, which provide
a frame within which to judge the level of a tone. Both of these
points were made by Pike (1952); ironically, Pike's article
appeared in the same issue of JASA in which Pol lack's did. In

context, people are able to make very fine pitch discriminations.
Flanagan and Saslow (1958, p.435) showed that subjects were able
to detect changes in fundamental frequency of .5 Hz or less.
Given that there is no empirical basis for the feature [MODIFY],
and that it is not required by either the articulatory or the
auditory limitations of human beings, I suggest that no further
attention be given to it.

The three feature sets that employ three different,
specifically tonal, features to characterize five levels of tone
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are shown in the following matrices:

(4) a. Wang 1 2 3 4 5

[HIGH] - - + +

[CENTRAL] - + + +

[MID] ( -) - + ( )

b. Sampson 1 2 3 4 5

[HIGH] (- )

[LOW] + + - (- -)

[CENTRAL] - + ( +) +

c. Maddieson 1 2 3 4 5

[RAISED] (- ) + +

[LOWERED] + + - (- -)

[EXTREME] + - ( -) -

Wang's set is somewhat asymmetrical in that it does not
employ the feature [LOW], but marks the three lowest levels
[-HIGH]. It is also unusualin that it uses two different
features, [CENTRAL] and [MID], to separate off the middle range
of tones, with [MID] being more narrowly defined than [CENTRAL].

Sampson's and Maddieson's feature sets are both symmetrical,
and they are almost isomorphic with each other. If Maddieson's
features [RAISED] and [LOWERED] are replaced by the more usual
terms [HIGH] and [LOW], respectively, the two sets differ in only
one way: Sampson uses [CENTRAL], and Maddieson uses [EXTREME],
with opposite values.

One characteristic shared by each of the feature sets I have
described so far is that it provides only a single way to
characterize the maximum number of levels that it handles (and
sometimes only a single way to characterize tone systems with
fewer levels also). Each author undoubtedly considered this to
be a desirable consequence of his or her work because each one
was motivated by the laudable goal of constraining linguistic
theory. It appears to be the case, however, that each one has
overconstrained it in the area of tone, as can be seen in my
discussion of the problems that arise in trying to apply these
feature sets to Copala Trique.

I turn now to the novel approach of Clements (1981), which
has so far received little attention in the literature. Instead
of positing a set of features, he posited a single binary
opposition between high and low that is repeated as many times as
necessary to generate the required number of levels. The
successive branchings define a tree structure. Such an approach
is, of course, capable of handling any number of tone levels,
though Clements restricted his discussion to tone systems with
two to four levels.

One of the motivations Clements gave for his proposal is
that it constrains the number of possible characterizations that
are available for a tone system with a given number of l evel s.
He sharply criticized earlier work on tone features, specifically
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that by Wang (1967) and Woo (1969), for the supposed failure of
their feature sets to do so. Clements claimed, for example, that
Wang's set allows ten different ways to describe a two -level
system, and that Woo's al lows five different ways to describe a
four -level system (1981, pp.52 -53).

Unfortunately, however, Clements seems to have exaggerated
this problem. Wang showed, in Figure 2 on page 101, precisely
how his feature set should be used to characterize tone systems
with two to five levels. The three features are ranked, with
[HIGH] as the most important, and [MID] as the least important.
The feature matrices for such systems are:

(5) a. 1 2 b. 1 2 3 c. 1 2 3 4 d. 1 2 3 4 5

[HIGH] - + - - + - - + +
[CENTRAL] - +( -) - + + -

[MID]

- - - + +
- + + +

(-)- +(- -)
Furthermore, as I understand Woo's feature set, it provides only
two possible ways to characterize a four -level tone system,
depending on whether level 2 or level 3 is considered to be the
intermediate level for which [MODIFY] is needed. These two ways
are:

(6)

[HIGH]
[LOW]
[MODIFY]

a. 1 2 3 4

(- -) - +

+ + - (-)

- + (-) -

b. 1 2 3 4

(-) - +

+ - (- -)

- (-) +

Ironically, Clements' approach is open to precisely the same
criticism that he leveled at Wang and Woo: failure to constrain
the theory. One problem is that the binary -split principle
involves no intrinsic upper bound on the number of levels a tone
system may have; it can in principle describe any number of
levels. A second criticism is that, because Clements did not
discuss five -level systems, he apparently failed to notice that
his approach provides fourteen different ways to characterize
them, but no principles for choosing among these ways.

Consider the way Clements' approach characterizes tone
systems with various numbers of levels.

A two -level tone system contains, of course, only a single
binary split between high (h) and low (1), as shown in the
following tree:

(7) h

1

For a system with three levels, two splits are needed.
There are therefore two different ways to describe a three -level
system, depending on whether the top or bottom branch undergoes
the second split:
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(8) a. h

<K1
b.

Clements claimed, on the basis of data from certain African
languages, that both of these are possible, depending on the
alternation patterns that are found in the language (pp.58 -60);
such patterns presumably result from the historical splits that
gave rise to the three -level system.

For a system with four levels, Clements claimed that the
unmarked case consists of a structure in which each branch of the
primary split undergoes a second split:

(9) h

As Clements noted (p.60), this structure is isomorphic with Yip's
proposal. Yip based her work on Chinese data, but Clements
claimed that it works equally well to properly characterize
natural classes of tones in African languages with four levels;
he cited Igede, Ewe, Avatime, Bwamu, and KiKamba as examples
(pp.55 -56). There are four other possible ways to characterize a
four -level system, but each of them involves a third split along
some b r a n c h , and Clements claimed t h a t a l l of these structures
are marked:

(10) a.

c.

h

h 1

<<i

b.

d.

h<1.1 h

1 l

<l h

In the case of five -level systems, the situation becomes
even more complex. There are fourteen different ways to
characterize a five -level system using successive binary
branchings. Six of these structures involve a maximum of three
splits along any one branch:
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(11) a.

c.

e.

Chh

1

b.

d.

h

h< h

,<1

h

l<
1

h<
h

1

1Sh h

1/

The remaining eight ways require a fourth level of branching;
they are shown in (12):

(12) a. b. h

h ~ 1
h< 1

1
\

1

1

<1

h< h< 1<

c.

tiS

h
< 1

1

e. h
h

l< h

l< hh

1

q.

1

d.
h< 1< hl,--

f.

Ch
1

h h. h` h h h C
1

'``l
it`1 h < 1

1: 1

1

Given Clements' claim about markedness with respect to four -level
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tone systems, it is probably fair to assume that he would
consider the six structures with only three splits along a single
branch to be less marked ways of generating a five -level system
than the other eight structures. He provided no principles,
however., for choosing among these six. He therefore failed to
constrain five -level tone systems in any significant way.

There is one further point that should be made about
Clements' proposal. Even though it provides many possible
structures for tone systems with four or five levels, the
geometry of his tree structures rules out the kind of groupings
provided by features like [CENTRAL] and [EXTREME]. This was not
accidental. Clements claimed that alternations among peripheral
tones were either unattested or highly marked (pp.54 and 56), and
so he wished to exclude the possibility of such groupings. It

turns out, therefore, that the fourteen ways in which Clements'
proposal can characterize five levels of tone do not include any
that are isomorphic with the feature sets proposed by Woo, Wang,
Sampson, or Maddieson.

2. Tone In Copala Trique

In this section I present evidence for a five -level tone
system and also a set of three features that I believe describe
this system adequately.

There are essentially two kinds of evidence that support the
analysis of Copala Trique tone as a five -level system. One is
phonetic evidence, in the form of minimal sets and spectrographic
measurements, and the other is alternation evidence. The first
of these is relatively easy to present within the limits of a
short paper, and so I concentrate on it here. The second is hard
to present briefly because it involves the coherence and
plausibility of a large set of data, and so I do not attempt to
treat it here. For a presentation of the alternation evidence,
and also for further details about the phonetic evidence, the
reader is referred to Hollenbach (1984).

The phonetic evidence included in this section is restricted
to words that have no final laryngeal; such words show the
greatest potential for tonal contrast. (Words with a final
laryngeal are described in Hollenbach (1984, pp.129 -67).) One -

syllable words with no final laryngeal show eight different
surface tone patterns: 1, 2, 3, 13, 31, 32, 34, and 35. Three of
these patterns are perceptually level; the remaining five show
clearly perceptible movement from one pitch to another. Consider
the following minimal sets:

(13) a. ya ' -one (in compounds like twenty -one)'
...2

b. ya 'unmarried'

ya 'scar''scar'

ya 'salt''salt'

ya 'corncob>
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f.
Yá35 'is sitting'

(14) a. stá3 'bee'

b. stá13 'pineapple'

C. st135 'housefly'

(15) a. ne3 'plow'

b. ne31 'flesh'

c. ne32 'knife'

(16) a.
.6ú2

'wise'

q,3
b. cu 'wood'

c. Cu 35 'box'

]6>
(17) a. (na3nal)yol'dust devil' [(nana 'wind''wind' )

b. (sno431
i

) yo2'black wool skirt' [(sno 3' 'skirt')]

Yo13 'quickly'

Yo32
'sugarcane'

e.
Yo34

'palm basket'

(18) a. ku13 'intelligent'

b. ku31 'honeycomb'

c. ku35 'bone'

(19) a. y~ul 'once'

b. yu 'palm fiber'

yú34 'earthquake'

Note that there are no words with level tones 4 or 5. Each
of these levels occurs only as the endpoint of an úpglide
beginning at level 3. I have chosen to analyze the 34 and 35
upglides as underlying level tones 4 and 5 and to introduce the

tone 3 by an automatic epenthesis rule. My reasons for choosing
this analysis, rather than attempting to fit these upglides into
a three- or four -level system, are that there are no plausible
candidates for underlying forms to which they can be assigned
within such systems, as shown in Hollenbach (1984, pp.380 -83),
and that the level -tone analysis simplifies the statement of
various tone rules, as noted in Hollenbach (1984, pp.114 -15, 156-
57, 233, and 274).

The remaining three gliding tones, 13, 31, and 32, contrast
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with the level tones on which they end (and also with the level
tones on which they begin), and so it is necessary to analyze
them as sequences of two tones.

The tone analysis was originally carried out solely on the
basis of auditory comparison of substitution items in frames,
using the techniques developed by Pike (1948, pp.48 -67). When
the Linguistics Department of the University of Arizona acquired
a Sona- Graph, however, it became possible to check my
impressionistic analysis by objective measurements of fundamental
frequency. <7> I prepared a set of short sentences that included
words with each of the eight tone patterns in an appropriate
frame. Two repetitions of each sentence were recorded by two
native speakers of Copa l a Trique, both adult males. Narrow -band
spectrograms were prepared, and the fundamental frequency was
determined by measuring the tenth harmonic and dividing the
result by ten. The following table shows the average frequency
measurements at the beginning and end of each of the eight tone
patterns:

(20) speaker one

beginning end

speaker

beginning

two

end

1 90 86 93 89

2 98 97 107 105

3 117 116 128 127

4 111 131 121 132

5 116 159 122 156

13 90 113 95 113

31 123 90 131 91

32 118 103 127 113

The following figure provides a graphic display of the eight
tone patterns, based on the spectrographic analysis. It consists
of five lines, analogous to a musical staff, representing five
perceptually equidistant pitch levels. These lines are numbered
from 1 to 5. Each tone pattern is drawn schematically on this
background as a black line that shows both its relative pitch
height and its degree and direction of movement. Underneath each
pattern is written the underlying representation that I assign to
it.
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(21)

5

4

3

2

1

1 ? 3 4 5 i3

It is of interest that none of the tone patterns is

completely level. Those that are perceptually level all show a

slight downdrift. It seems clear that speakers of Copala Trique

receive an important aid in their decoding task from the pitch
movements that are characteristic of each pattern. It is the
direction and degree of movement, as much as the frequency level
relative to other tones, that provide the perceptual cues that
help the listener identify a given pattern. In spite of this
phonetic fact, however, there is good reason to analyze Copala
Trique tone as a five -level system, just as there is good reason
to treat consonants and vowels as discrete units in spite of

their lack of acoustic discreteness.
Now that I have provided phonetic evidence for the existence

of five levels, it remains to propose a feature system that
accounts for them in an insightful way. In order to motivate the
selection and assignment of features, however, it is necessary to

know something about the tone processes and alternations that
occur in the language. I therefore discuss two relevant topics
in this area: the assignment of tone to nonfinal syllables, and
the tone replacements that alter the inflectional or derivational
properties of a word.

The examples presented so far have been limited to
monosyllabic words. Copala Trique does, however, contain words
of up to four syllables. The majority of polysyllabic words are
what I call simple words;these words show only eight contrasting
tone patterns, the same eight patterns found in monosyllabic
words. A minority of polysyllabic words are complex; these words
are largely compounds historically, and they contain a second
tone pattern that is lexically linked to a nonfinal syllable. In

this paper I treat only simple words. For a discussion of complex
words, see Hollenbach (1984, pp.15 -23).

Simple polysyllabic words invariably show primary stress on
the final sy l l ab l e of the word, and the tone pattern that forms
part of the lexical representation of the word invariably appears
on the final syllable also, even if the pattern comprises two
distinct tone levels. The tone pattern of nonfinal syllables is
nondistinctive and can be predicted from the underlying pattern.

If the first tone level in this pattern is 1 or 2, nonfinal
syllables have tone level 2, as seen in the following examples:
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(22) a. ka2nu1

b. ka2ka2

c, ka2ra13

'will explode'

'will burn'

'will fill'

If the first tone level in the underlying tone pattern is 3, 4,
or 5, nonfinal syllables have tone level 3, as seen iñ the
following examples:

(23) a. ka3ra3 'filled'

b. ka3na4 'winning' (Spanish ganar)

c. ki3na5 'washed'

d. tu3kwa3nu31 'caused to explode'

e. ka3ka32 'burned'

Because the tone level of nonfinal syllables is completely
predictable, it should not be included in underlying
representations, but should be supplied by rule. I generate
these tones by an epenthesis rule, and, in order to write this
rule as simply as possible, it is necessary to set up the tone
features so that they divide the two lowest levels from the three
higher ones, and so that levels 2 and 3 can be grouped together.

Additional evidence for the existence of a major break
between levels 2 and 3 is found in morphological tone
alternations. One important function of such alternations is to
indicate potential aspect, which is an inflectional category
found in verbs. The basic tone pattern of the stem is found in
the completive aspect form, which, in regular verbs, is 3, 4, 5,

31, or 32 (i.e., any pattern that has 3, 4, or 5 as iti first
underlying level). To create the potential aspect form, these
patterns undergo one of the fol lowing operations: 3 is deleted
before a lower tone, 1 is inserted before 3, or the basic tone
level is replaced by á lower one. All of fhese operations have
the effect of creating tone patterns 1, 2, or 13 in the
potential. The following examples show typical alternation
patterns:

(24) a. kanu31 'exploded'

b. kanul 'will explode'

(25) a. kaka32 'burned'

b. kaka2 'will burn'

(26) a. kara3 'filled'

b. kara13 'will fill'
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(27) a. kano
I

b. kanol
i

(28) a. kuná5h

b. kuná2h

'grabbed'

'will grab'

'ran'

'will run'

A similar set of tonal replacements is used to derive denominai
adjectives, as seen in the following examples:

(29) a. ne
31

'flesh'

b.
nel

'bare'

(30) a. ne32 'knife'

b. net 'knifelike'

(31) a.
yaa3h

'paper'

ya13h 'papery'

(32) a. ya5h 'wax'

N1h
b. Ya 'waxy'

Note that these tone alternations involve the same division of
the eight patterns into five "high" and three "low" patterns that
conditions the tone of nonfinal syllables.

I turn now to the question of tone features for Copala
Trique. Given that eighteen different ways to describe a five -
level tone system have been proposed in the literature, as

described in Section 1, it might seem that surely one of them
would be adequate to characterize the Copala Trique tone system.
The fact is, however, that none of them captures the
relationships among levels that are needed to describe the
assignment of tone to nonfinal syllables and the tone
alternations.

The most basic division of tone levels is between 2 and 3.
This split is asymmetrical in that the two lowest levers fall
into one group and the three higher ones fall into the other. It

seems inherently plausible to use a feature like [HIGH] to
1

characterize this basic division. None of the proposed feature
sets except Clements', however, allows the value [ +HIGH ] to be

1

assigned to the three highest levels, as can be seen in matrices
(3) and (4), and tree structures (11) and (12).

The second important fact about Copala Trique tone is that
the middle l eve l s 2 and 3 must be separated off from the higher
levels (4 and 5) and the lower level (1), in order to account
for the predictable tone found on nonfinal syllables. The

obvious feature choice for this opposition is [CENTRAL], but a
feature of this type is not permitted in Clements' proposal, even
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though it is used in Wang's, Sampson's, and Maddieson's sets.
The features [HIGH ] and [CENTRAL] are fully utilized for

1

the description of the distinctions among the four lowest tone
levels. It remains only to distinguish the two highest levels (4
and 5) from each other, and for this a third feature is needed.
Tone level 5 is a recent addition to the system; it resulted from
a split of level 4, according to Longacre (1957, pp.81 -82). This
fact explains the asymmetrical nature of the Copala Trique tone
system, and I want to reflect the special status of level 5 in my
choice of features. I have therefore decided to use the feature
[EXTREME]: level 5 is [ +EXTREME], and level 4 is [- EXTREME].
This feature is, or course, underuti l ized; any tone that is

[ -HIGH ] and /or [ +CENTRAL] is redundantly [- EXTREME]. Such
1

underutilization is, however, unavoidable, given the formal
necessity of three features to specify five levels.

The feature matrix for the five tone levels of Copala Trique
is, therefore, the following:

(33) 1 2 3 4

[HIGH ] - + + +

1

[CENTRAL] + + -

[EXTREME] (- - -) -

Note that, even though none of the feature sets proposed in the
literature is adequate, as a complete set, for specifying the
tone levels of Copala Trique, each does contain some concept that
I have been able to incorporate into the above matrix.

As an illustration of the usefulness of these features,
consider the way in which they permit a simple statement of the
epenthesis rule that creates the tone levels found on nonfinal
syllables:

(34) otHIGH

+CENTRAL

_- EXTREME

[c(HIGH]

(Rule (34) has been simplified to include only tone features; a
fuller formulation is found in Hollenbach (1984, p.109).)

3. A Proposed Set of Universal Tone Features

In this section I propose a set of five features that I

believe account for the entire range of tonal phenomena attested
in natural languages. In that one of my goals was to avoid
making the system too restrictive, it is possible that I have
erred in the opposite direction and permitted too much latitude.
This is, however, largely an empirical question, and only a
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detailed description of the tone systems found in languages from

a number of families and geographic areas will provide an answer
to it.

The five tone features that I believe phonological theory
must make available are: [HIGH ], [LOW], [HIGH ], [CENTRAL], and

1 2

[EXTREME]. The first two of these have the simplest phonetic
definition in that they each divide the tonal space into two
parts, a higher and a lower. The feature [HIGH ] has a positive

1

value if the pitch is above some normal range, and the feature
[LOW] has a positive value if the pitch is below this range. The
two features therefore interact to define three values. The
remaining three features are less simple in that they define tone
groupings that are at least potentially disjunct. [HIGH ]

2

subdivides the tonal ranges specified by [HIGH ] into a higher
1

and a lower part. For a system with four or more levels,
therefore, both the ranges that are [ +HIGH ] and those that are

2

[ -HIGH ] are disjunct. [CENTRAL], on the other hand, blocks off
2

a pitch range that is neither notably high nor low, and so
[ +CENTRAL] defines a continuous range, while [- CENTRAL] is

potentially disjunct. The feature [EXTREME] is something of a
wild card, to be used for levels that are highly marked or
extrasystemic in some way. The fact that I have chosen the label
[EXTREME], however, predicts that such a level or levels will
invariably be found in the highest or lowest ranges of the
system. If a tone system should be discovered in which a highly
marked tone is found in the middle range, it might be advisable
to use the label [MODIFY], rather than [EXTREME], but to redefine
it as a tonal feature.

In that five features are capable of specifying up to
thirty -two levels, and no linguist believes that the permitted
degree of complexity is anywhere near this great, it is clear
that there must exist constraints on both the number of features
that any language may utilize, and on their possible
combinations. As a starting point, I would 1 ike to propose the
following five constraints. First, no language may use more
features than are required to distinguish among the number of
tone levels in the system. Therefore, a two -level system wi l l

use only one feature, three- and four -level systems will use two
features, and five -level systems will use three. Second, every
tone system must employ the feature [HIGH ]. Third, [CENTRAL]

1

may be employed only for systems with four or more levels.
Fourth, no language can employ both [HIGH ] and [CENTRAL].

2

Fifth, [EXTREME] may be employed only for systems with (at least)
five levels.

It is conceivable that certain highly marked tone systems
may violate one or more of these constraints. In general,
however, for languages with two to four levels of tone, these
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constraints define the range of feature characterizations that
have been proposed in the literature. For a two -level system,
the only possible feature specification is:

(35) 1 2

[HIGH ]
1

For a three -level system, either [LOW] or [HIGH ] may be combined
2

with [HIGH ] to yield the following three possible matrices:

1

(36) a.

b.

c.

[HIGH ]
1

[LOW]

[HIGH ]
1

[HIGH ]
2

[HIGH ]
1

[HIGH ]
2

1 2 3

For a four -level system, either [HIGH ] or [CENTRAL] may be
2

combined with [HIGH ] to yield the following two matrices:
1

(37) a.

b.

1 2 3 4

[HIGH ] + +

1

[HIGH ] + +

2

1 2 3 4

[HIGH ] - + +

1

[CENTRAL] + +

For a five -level system, there are many more possible
combinations, and few descriptions of languages in which features
have been employed. It is therefore inadvisable to attempt to
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constrain such systems too rigidly at this time. One possible
matrix is surely the one employing [HIGH ], [LOW], and [CENTRAL]:

1

(38) 1 2 3 4 5

[HIGH ] (- ) + +

1

[LOW] + + (- -)

[CENTRAL] - + ( +) +

Other possibilities involve one of the matrices for four -level
systems supplemented by [EXTREME] at either the upper or lower
limit of the system. The matrix I have proposed for Copala
Trique employs (37b) with [EXTREME] added at the upper bound, as

shown in (33) above.
Clearly, considerable further research is needed on

languages that have four- and five -level tone systems in order to
test the above proposals. It is to be hoped that such studies
will be forthcoming.
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footnotes

1. These languages are: Chicahuaxtla Trique (Longacre 1952),
various dialects of Miao and Yao (Chang 1953, 1972, Kwan 1971),
Ticuna (L. Anderson 1959), Us i l a Chinantec (Skinner 1962), Ivory
Coast Dan (Bearth and Zemp 1967), Puyi (Sarawit 1973), Ngamambo
Bamileke (Asongwed and Hyman 1977), Ashuku (Shimizu 1980) and
Kporo (Shimizu 1980). I am not personally acquainted with all of

these sources; see the discussion in S. Anderson (1978, pp.145-
46), Maddieson (1978, p.338), and Yip (1980, pp.202 -203).

2. Copala Trique is spoken in the state of Oaxaca, Mexico. It

belongs to the Mixtecan family, which is one of eight that make
up the Otomanguean stock. Even though the language name Trique
is shared by Chicahuaxtla (see footnote 1) and Copala, these two
towns show a number of significant differences (see Hollenbach
(1977) for a comparison of the phonology), and intel l igibi l ity

tests show that Copala speakers understand less than 60% of
Chicahuaxtla speech (Egland 1978, p.63). It therefore seems
justified to treat Chicahuaxtla Trique and Copala Trique as
distinct languages.

The data in this paper are from my unpublished field notes,
gathered from 1962 to the present under the auspices of the
Summer Institute of Linguistics. The analysis presented here
took shape gradually during the course of my graduate studies in
linguistics at the University of Arizona during the past three
years. It is presented in greater detail in my dissertation
(Hollenbach 1984), which describes both the phonology and the
morphology of Copala Trique in terms of an autosegmental tier
that includes tone and word -final laryngeals. I would like to
express my appreciation to Richard A. Demers, Richard D. Janda,
and Deirdre W. Wheeler, all of whom read an earl ier draft of this
paper and offered many helpful suggestions for revising it. Each
of these sholars also played a significant role in the
development of the more complete tone analysis presented in the
dissertation.

3. For a dissenting point of view, see Mugele (1982, pp.126 -36),
who claims that, for La l ana Chinantec (an Otomanguean language
distantly related to Copala Trique), there is a tone harmony rule
that can be stated more elegantly by having contour tone features
than by decomposing contours into sequences of levels.

4. It is not quite true that Yip rules out five -level systems.
She states, "a fifth level may be possible in highly- marked
cases, although this is still in doubt" (1980, p.204). She
suggests two possible ways to handle a fifth tone level.
Either it can be treated as "the surface manifestation of a

toneless sy l l ab l e" or it can be handled by "a feature akin
to Woo's [+ Modify]" (p.204). She gives no further details
about how such solutions might interact with the rest of her
system, however, presumably because she believed they would
ultimately prove to be unnecessary, and so I do not con-
sider these proposals in my discussion of feature sets for tone
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systems with five levels.

5. Because he focused his investigation on Sino- Tibetan
languages and on languages of Southeast Asia, Wang's feature set
includes four features for contour tones, as well as the three
for level tones. In accord with my assumption that phonological
theory needs to provide a feature specification only for level
tones, however, I do not consider the contour features in this
paper.

6. The symbol ! represents an abstract laryngeal that shortens
the vowel with which it is associated, as described in Hollenbach
(1984, pp.130 -144).

7. The Kay Digital Sona -Graph 7800 and Kay Sona -Graph Printer
7900 were acquired under Grant BNS- 8309112 of the National
Science Foundation, whose help is gratefully acknowledged here.
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